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Program

Love Songs (2011)
I. A Life-Lesson
II. A Very Youthful Affair
III. He and I
Suzanne Rovani, voice | Elliot Sneider, piano
Elliot Sneider

On E (2011)
Gil Dori

Limerencia (2011)
Annalise Belnap, soprano | Drew Nichols, piano
Drew Nichols

Oblivion No. 1 for Euphonium (2011)
Kelli Duncan, Euphonium
Michael Horst

Yuppie Music for Toy Piano (2011)
I. iTex
II. Clubbin’
III. Hits of Marijuana
IV. An Iced Caramel Mocha Latte Frappesspressocino
Andie Chung, toy piano

*****Intermission*****

Vocations (2011)
I. Slow
Text: W.S. Merwin
Wesley Pittman

Asina-isigqi, Asina-umculo (Illusions of Time) (2011)
Collette Mabingani and James MacKenzie, djembe
Collette Mabingani

I Oh (2011)
Kevin Ames, alto saxophone | Elliot Sneider, piano
JeeYeon Kim

THREE (2011)
Alex Wilson, trumpet | Shenhui Guan, violin | Andrew Bukowinski, violoncello
Yang Jiang

Cannonfire: Triarchy for Oboe, Viola, and Bassoon (2011)
Corey Sweeney, oboe | Katie Giles, viola | Gabe Berry, bassoon
Michael Horst

An Irish Blessing (2011)
Lauren Sanders and Julie Sebag, violin
Isadora Trinkle, viola | Devan Arcangeli, violoncello | Jerron Jorgensen, voice
Jeffrey Ouper

Prolegomena (2011)
The Paradigm Shift Saxophone Quartet
Greg Mills, soprano saxophone | David Foley, alto saxophone
Courtney Kuhn, tenor saxophone | Jack Schwimmer, baritone saxophone
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